Summary. --For any internal symmetry group one can express the amplitude for the reaction A ~B->Cq D (s-channel) in terms of ~Lmpli-tudes associated with irreducible representations of the group for the reaction A+C-B~-I) (t-channel) or the reaction A-~D-+C+-g (ucha,nnel). I)hysi(.~ll.v these rela.t.ions correspond ~(~ the, expression of all s-channel amplitude in terms of ~mt)litudes a.ssoeia.l.ed with the exchange of various systems between the reaciing particles, these systems being identified by quantum numbers ~ssociated wi~h irreducible representations of the gr(~ut). Exl)erimentully there appears Io be evidence th,~t for very high s-channel energies, a sillgle such amplitude in the t-chanilel gives the dominant contribution, lrsing the general crossing relations referred to above for the else of forward elastic seat lering (,1 (!, /~ ::D) and lhe opiieal theorem, we show: l) lhe only aml)litude which can (londnate in the t-channel fer any group is that associated with the ideniily rel)resentali¢)n of the group (even if there is not invafiance under the group), 2) in the case of the isospin gro~lp the only amplitude which can d(nninale in the u-channel is that c(~rresl)onding to lhe maximum possible isospin.
.
(1) I. IA. I'OM~'~ANCHUK: 2urn. £ksp. Teor. Fiz., 30, 423 (1956) (translation: ,~oviet t'bys. JETP, 3, 306 (1956) ); L. B. () KUN and I. IA. POMEI~ANC~UK: ~ur~. £ksp. Teor. l'bys.,30, 424 (1956) (translaii,) n: ,%viel t)bys. JETI ), 3, 307 (1956) ).
amplitudes, become negligible compared with the nonexchange amplitude. This hypothesis was justified in physical terms by arguing that exchange scattering is to be regarded as a special case of inelastic collision, which at high energy is ill competition with all other inelastic processes. Nonexchange scattering a+l)-~a-,'-b, on the contrary, is truly elastic in the sense that each of the two incident particles a and b remains identical to itself, so that interference between incident and scattered waves is possible, and scattering is bound to occur as lhe shadow of all inelastic processes.
The Pomeranchuk-Okun rule on charge-exchange scattering cart also be expressed by saying that exchange of any nonvanishing value of isospin I between a and b gives at high energy a neglit~'ible contribu|ion compared with e~ch:mge of I = 0. While this rule is strongly supported by experiment, one does not know of any way to derive it from lirst principles. It is therefore of interest that a more limited result in tills direction could be established as a rigorous consequence of the optical theorem (~.a). The result in question is a theorem stating' that if the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude is anMyscd in contributions from exchange of various isospin values i, the contribution ~rising from I = 0 cannot be negligible compared with contributions of I~= 0. In particular, if only one isospin exchange dominates, it must be I = 0. Thus the Pomeranchuk-Okun rule will hold if in forward scatterino' the contributions of exchange of the various I-vMues have such different asymptotic beh~viours at high energy that a sin(~,'lc I-value eventually dominates all others. The proof of this theorem was based on explicit consideration of the crossing matrix for particles of arbitrary isospin. The matrix elements arc closely related to l~aeah (.oeffieicnts~ and the available information rega~rdin?: the sign of thc latter is sufficient to establish the desired eon(.lusion.
The present p:~per extends the result just mentioned to general internal symmetry groups and shows that, once the theorem is formulated in suitieient generality, the proof that the contribution of the amplitude which relates identity representations in the t-channel cannot be nezli~z'ible compared to the others, becomes extremely simple and actually almost trivial. It also appears that the theorem even applies to groups for which the forward scattering matri~ is not invariant; all what is needed is that particles a and b belong to multiplets (i.e., irreducible representations) of the group. Of course, the theorem is only expected to apply in nature to groups which leave tile basic interactions invariant, because only for such groups can be expected that
